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5 Claims. (C. 99-192) 
Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 

original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifi 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 
The present invention relates generally to a condition 

responsive device arranged to indicate when a certain 
upper or lower temperature limit has been reached or ex 
ceeded, and more particularly to such an apparatus which 
is arranged to irreversibly vistially indicate when the con 
tents of a frozen food package has cxceedled a certain 
tenperature limit, this limit generally failing at 32 F, or 
below. Apparatus of this sort are designed to indicate 
whether or not the contents of a frozen food package have 
been warned to a certain temperature for a sufficient 
length of time to cause deterioration to an undesirable 
or dangerous point of spoilage. Inasmuch as the spoilage 
of frozen food is generally quite rapid at temperatures at 
or near 32 F. and above, it is normally quite desirable 
to have a reliable condition responsive device physicaliy 
associated with the frozen food package and arranged to 
indicate any unfavorable temperature exposure history. 
Since the device is irreversible in its indication, any re 
freezing of the contents will not cause the indicator to 
revert to its previous condition. 

In the past, it has been proposed to make devices for 
this purpose by various means. Among these include the 
pieparation of a chemical indicator positioned at One ex 
treme on an absorbent material such as a blotter or the 
like, while at the other end there is placed a treated ma 
terial which is arranged to traverse the length of the ab 
sorbent material and the treatment being Such as to cause 
a change in color in the indicator upon thawing of the 
treated material, Among other schemes are the use of 
fugitive figures which are destroyed upon melting, en 
zyme-indicator combinations which are arranged to 
change color upon exposure to certain time-temperature 
conditions. With virtually all of the prior ari devices 
of this sort, it has been necessary to nanufact ire and 
store the indicators under special environment, such as 
at a low temperature, prior to use, these indicators re 
quiring substantially the same refrigeration as the frozen 
food upon packaging. It is readily apparent that such 
a practice carries with it certain disadvaniages in manu 
facture, storage, packing, and the like, and consequentiy 
are ecolonically unsound. 

According to the present invention, a frangible matrix 
body is provided with a certain a mount of interstitial 
liquid which has a physical characteristic of expansion 
upon freezing. In this connection, a silica gel body may 
be prepared, the gel body including a certain amount of 
interstitial water. This body is then encapsulated in a 
suitable enclosure or envelope to prevent desiccation and 
provide physical protection and may be stored at ordi 
nary room conditions until needed. The device is trig 
gered when initially frozen, that is the gel structure ap 
pears to be ruptured by the expansion of the interstitial 
liquid, in this case water, the freezing of the water assist 
ing the gel in retaining its shape or configuration until 
thawcd. Upon thawing, the structure having previously 
been disassociated irreversibly disintegrates into a shape 
less mass such as a ball of gelatiricus fiuid or the like. 
Devices of this sort are extremely inexpensive to fabricate, 
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are non-toxic in nature, and may be treated with certain 
salt solutions or the like to have certain selected melting 
or disintegrating temperatures. When encapsulated in a 
polyethyleine container, envelope or the like, the devices 
do not have to be maintained in any particular or unusual 
at mospheric condition prior to packaging. 

It is therefore an object of the present invention to pro 
vide an irreversible visual indicating apparatus for frozen 
food packages or the like, the apparatus not requiring 
Storage at or under any particular atmospheric condition 
prior to use. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro 
vide a silica gel freeze-thaw indicator which is inexpen 
sive to fabricate, harmless and non-toxic in nature, the 
melting temperature of the gel body being pre-selected. 
Other and further objects of the present invention will 

become apparent upon a study of the following specifica 
tion, appended claims, and accompanying drawings, 
wherein: 
FIGURE 1 is a flow sheet of a preferred process for 

preparing devices for use in accordance with the present 
invention; 
FGURE 2 is a partial perspective view of a frozen 

food package including an encapsulated device prepared 
in accordance with the present invention; and 
FIGURE 3 is a view similar to FIGURE 2 showing 

the device of the present invention in thawed condition. 
According to the preferred modification of the pres 

ent invention the freeze-thaw indicator is prepared from 
a solition of alkaline silicate such as Sodium silicate, or an 
alkaline earth silicate, together with a mineral acid such 
as HCl, HSO4. HNO3 o' the like. The gels are made by 
the addition of the mineral acid to the silicate solution, 
Such as for example, the addition of HCl to a solution of 
sodium silicate until a pH of about 8 or lower is attained. 
in this connection, it is desirable for operation to entrain 
a quantity of Water in the gel structure per se in order 
that the gel body may be ruptured or destroyed upon the 
expansion of the entrained water upon initial freezing 
thereof. The structure having been so ruptured or de 
stroyed upon freezing completely fails upon subsequent 
thawing. 

Specific methods of preparation are given in the fol 
lowing examples: 

EXAMPLE 

Reference is made to the fiow sheet designated FIGURE 
1 of the accompanying drawing which is a schematic de 
Scription of this particular example, Solution A con 
sists of 20% by volume commercial sodium silicate solu 
tion (SiO2/Na2O=3.25; density 40-42 Bé.) and 80% 
by volume water. Solution B consists of 5.2% by volume 
A.R. HCl solution and 94.8% water. Mix equal volumes 
of A and B with strong agitation during mixing, the acid 
being added to the silicate. Gel time is about 1 to 2 min 
Lites, occurring Subsequent to agitation and mixing. This 
conposition calculates to about 5.2% by weight sodium 
silicate, 1.5% by weight HCl and 93.3% by weight 
HO. This procedure is preferred since a more thorough 
mixture can be obtained in this manner and it is more 
adaptable to Subsequent forming of products, if desired. 
Further delay in gel time can be obtained by diluting this 
composition. It should be pointed out that although this 
is merely the base composition, various additives might 
be used to modify the color, freezing and thawing char 
acteristics, gel strength etc. As an example of these, 
Inethyl red may be employed as a coloring agent, this 
material not disrupting the thaw breakdown. Alcohol, 
glycol or salts are examples of materials which can be 
added to modify the temperatures of freezing and 
thawing. 
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EXAMPLE 2 

To (() cc. of commercial Silicate solution 

SiO, 3.25) 
containing 62% HO there is added 4G0 cc. of HO and 
26 cc. A.R. HCl, the additions being made with rapid stir 
iing. Gelation occurs annost instantaneously, he coin 
ponents of this gel calculate as i (). % by weight NaO 
3.25 SiO2 solids, 1.8% HCl, and 88.1% HO, the solition 
having a pH of about 7. 

In general, the concentation of sodium silicate soils 
in the solution for the various gets ranges from abor it 1% 
up to about {6. For these purposes, ordinary Scdim 
silicates having a ratio of 

SiC) 
NaO 

ranging from about 1 to about 4 are satisfactory as raw 
naterials. 

astintch as the gel material on thawing after being 
initially triggered assumes a more or less spherical, drop 
like or other shapeless type form, it is general y desirabic 
to cut a form to be used in such a man:ler that the indi 
calor has a nor rail for n other than spherical cr the fike. 
For example, an i-foim my be cit from the gel with 
a simple die, and a column of gel so formed may be cit 
into relatively thin bodies or wafers having an H cross 
section. In this mainer it is in possible that the indicator 
having a length dimension which substantially exceeds 
the transverse dimension will resume the initial form after 
having been triggered and subsequentiy thawed. Of 
course, the gel may be shaped in any other suitable man 
ners by vario is methods such as by cutting, casting, ex 
trusion or the like. 

in order that the units may be relatively easily and 
conveniently stored prior to freezing, it is preferred that 
the gel body be encapsulated in a suitabie envelope. 
More specifically, the er', cope should be sealed from the 
at nosphere by provisit:g a heinletic or vapor tight seat 
between the gel body and the ambient atmosphere to en 
able storage under any room conditions. The gel struc 
tuic wii ihen not risk the possibility of bccornig des: 
rated, more highly sat Irated, or otherwise harned prior 
to use. Of course, if desircd, the gel bodies may be cut 
in mediately prior to use and frozen within the storage 
package. 

Reference is face to thc swices (lescribed in FGURES 
2 and 3. ln this coinection, the freeze-thaw indicator 
E) inciudes a gel body it sealed within a poiyethylene 
container 12. The cdges of the container are sealed by 
conventional heat sealing methods which are well known 
in the art today. As illi is rated this iiidicator nay be 
conveniently placed within the frozen food package in 
good thermal contact with the contents and exposed to 
view for the coils iner. Upan initial freezing of the 
package, the indicator is triggered, the gel strictiire being 
ruptured but remaining intact, (see FGURE 2) and upoa 
thawing the H-cross section assumes the form of a share 
less mass (see FIGURE 3). The constiner will then be 
aware of the storage history of the packaged product, 
this history being either Satisfactory or unsatisfactory. 

If 'il be noted join tie (love destription that the 
in its re' initti i ij ("irtiged pi'ior to frceig (incl ticit the 
iiilication does not occi; it iiii iiie packaged product 
has ice in frozei and ific in the 11'ed. For this reasoit, as 
poinical out it the iiii rotai citicii, the appstratits is itse 
fiti joi' indicating 1'ien a certain lover tenperatit 'e 
limit has becil reached as 'eil as for 1'iei at itpier 
is inperatitre lit it is C.Acceded. This where this indi 
cater is useil Yi'iti, ( pick (aged prodtic't that is not no "Fai 
ly silhjected to freezing conditions, the indicator indi 
cities 'it' ther tie packaged prolitict has been frozen and 
their tistical. 
Of course, other caboclinicits may be made of the 
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4. 
present invention without departing from the specific 
structure of the present inveiition. It will be undeistcod, 
therefore, that the specific embodiments given are city 
intended to be it strative and we are to be inited only 
by the Scope of the appended cairns, 
We cairn: 
1. i he nacthod of arranging for an insication of ex 

posure of the cent cits of a frozen food package to thiawed 
conditio2S which nethod corprises placing an ethicap 
Sula tect fraigible silica get ratrix body having interstitial 
water retailed thcicin into close proximity with said 
contents, and subseqchiy freczing said frangible silica 
ge rairix body, thereby substaitially destroying the 
structure tiereof. 

2. The method of arranging for an indication of 
exposite of the contents of a frozen focd package to 
thawed conditions which method comprises placing an 
encapsulated fangible silica gel hatrix body having in 
terstitial water Fetailed therei and having a nass which 
is small relative to the mass of the Salist contents, into 
co-e proxility with the sail contents, and subsequently 
freezing said fragible Silica gel matrix body, thereby sub 
startially destroying the gel structure thereof. 

for an ilicatio of 

ge 

F.3. The richod of arrangi 
exposure of the contents (f a frozen food package to 
thawed coaliticils which nethod comprises placi 
eil.ap::ii:ied fai:gible silica gel natirix body having a 
water ce; it cnt raging fronn betwccin about 10% up to 
about 99% into close proximity with said contents, and 
subseilleniy frcezing said frangible silica gel matrix body, 
thereby subs: Ely destroying the gel structire thereof. 

4. The nethod of a ranging for air indication of 
exposure of the contents of a frozcn food package to 
thay, c coditions which incthod comprises placing an 
cincapsulate frangible silica gel in atrix body having : 
distinct physic: form and having interstitial water re 
tailed therein into close proximity with the said con 
tents, and subscruently freezing said fragile silica gel 
mairix body, thereby substantially destroying the ge 
struct tire thcreof. 

5. The nicthod of arranging for an indication of ev 
positre of a package to freezing and to stilisequently 
ii. 311'.'t Caiciitic as 'lich Fictical coilipiises for iiig a 
silica gel matrix body containing interstitial later into a 
Configit ration such that the length of a portion thereof 
is g!"criter than the transierse dimension of said portion, 
encapsiilatirig said body in a transparent water-impervious 
en'elope, said envelope being sibstantially larger in the 
transverse diniciision of said jaatrix body than said matrix 
body so that when said hotly is frozen and subsequently 
ticised it is frce to defoin transversely within said an 
velope, aid placing said ei'clope into close proximity 
1 if it '?id packagi, 'ici eiy 'ser giit freeing aid 
th:11; iiig of said matrix body provides vistial indication 
that alternate freezing aid tha'iiig of said package has 
taken place. 

6. The method of arranging for an indication of ex 
positre of a package to frce ging aid to subseqiently 
thanied conditions which method comprises forning a 
Silica gel nati’ix body containing interstitial 'ater into 
a configitiation stich titat the length of a portion thereof 
is greater than the transverse diniension of said portion, 
ei1capsiilating said iody it a transparent s'ater-impervious 
eii velope, stid cF velope being Sithstantially larger in the 
trainsverse clinension of said nigirir body than said 
inlaii'i is ody so that 'he it said hody is frogen and stihse 
qi citly tha'ed it is free to defari transversely eithin 
Said ei: velope, the pass of said body heing snail relative 
to the in ass of said package, and placing said envelope 
into close proximity with said package, whereby subse 
gic if free gig (iiid if it'iiig (if sail it it "ix hotly provides 
a visital indication that aitei'ilate freezing and thawing of 
said package has taken place. 

7. Tite incii (d of arrctiiging for an inclication of ex 
IOSH ic of a package to freezing cital to Sith scq ticitly 
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thaired conditions which method comprises forming a 
silica gel matrix body having a water content between 
about 90% up to about 99% into a configuration such 
that the length of a portion thereof is greater than the 
transverse dimension of said portion, encapsulating said 
body in a transparent water-impervious envelope, said 
envelope being substantially larger in the transverse di 
mension of said matrix body than said matrix body so 
that when said body is frozen and subsequently thawed 
it is free to deform transversely within said envelope, and 
placing said envelope into close proximity with said 
package, whereby subsequent freezing and thawing of 
said matrix body provides visual indication that alternate 
freezing and thawing of said package has taken place. 

8. A device for indicating whether a freezing and 
Subsequent thawing has taken place comprising a trans 
parent hi'alter-impervious material defining an enclosed 
container, a silica gel matrix body containing a quantity 
of interstitial water retained therein enclosed within said 
container, said matrix body having a configuration such 
that the length of a portion of said body is greater than 
the transverse dimension of said portion, said container 
providing a cavity substantially larger in the transverse 
dimension of said matrix body than said matrix body so 
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that when said body is frozen and subsequently thawed 
the body is free to deform in the transverse direction 
'ithin said container. 
9. A device for indicating whether a freezing and sub 

sequent thawing has taken place comprising a transparent 
water-impervious material defining an enclosed container, 
a silica gel matrix body having a water content ranging 
from about 90% up to about 99% retained therein en 
closed within said container, said matrix body having a 
configuration such that the length of a portion of said 
body is greater than the transverse dimension of said 
portion, said container providing a cavity substantially 
larger in the transverse dimension of said matrix body 
than said matric body so that when said body is frozen 
and subsequently thawed the body is free to deform in 
the transverse direction within said container. 
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